In this paper, three genomic materials -DNA sequences, protein sequences and regions (domains) are used to compare methods of virus classification. Virus classes (categories) are divided by various taxonomic level of virus into three datasets for 6 order, 42 family and 33 genera. To increase the robustness and comparability of experimental results of virus classification, the classes are selected that contain at least 10 instances, and meanwhile each instance contains at least one region name. Experimental results show that the approach using region names achieved the best accuracies -reaching 99.9%, 97.3% and 99.0% for 6 orders, 42 families and 33 genera, respectively. This paper not only involves exhaustive experiments that compare virus classifications using different genomic materials, but also proposes a novel approach to biological classification based on molecular biology instead of traditional morphology.
Introduction
Virus classification concerns the naming viruses and the placing of viruses into a taxonomic system. The two main systems currently used for virus classification are the ICTV (International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses) system 4 and the Baltimore classification system 9 . The former shares many features with the system of classification of cellular organisms, such as taxon structure; the latter places viruses into one of seven groups depending on a combination of their types of nucleic acid (DNA or RNA), stranded-ness (single-stranded or double-stranded), sense, and method of replication 7 . Viruses are mainly classified by their phenotypes, such as morphology, type of nucleic acid, mode of replication, host organisms, and the type of disease they cause. Observing the phenotypes of viruses requires considerable effort on the part of biologists (or virologists). Moreover, the inconsistencies of their observations, made at various laboratories or times may lead to arguments when attempts are made to verify or classify some unknown viruses. Viruses are diverse and flexible, and many viruses exist whose taxa are still unknown and labeled "unclassified" in the ICTV. Therefore, a novel approach for classifying viruses automatically and precisely is sought.
A growing number of complete whole genomes are available in the NCBI 2 , enabling research based on genome-wide comparisons. For example, some studies have compared genomic signatures to analyze evolutionary relationships 15, 28 , to identify signature genes for taxonomic characterization 16, 17 , to classify sequences 10, 18 , and to elucidate viral phylogeny 33 . Studies that involve comparisons of genome-wide sequences comparisons might address the challenge of making such comparisons without sequence alignment 21, 27 . To take advantage of available classifiers that are used in machine learning 8 or data mining 32 , instances (species) must be transformed into representative vectors for virus classification in the vector space model 13 . To achieve the above vector transformation precisely using genomic materials, two important issues must be addressed. One is feature extraction, which identifies the characteristics (features) of one class (category) of viruses that distinguish it from another. The other is the design of a weighting method that can specify the relative importance of these features.
Various studies of virus classification using genomic sequences have been published 34, 29, 30 . In 34 , Yu et al. proposed a natural vector approach that converted each virus into a 12-dimensional vector according to the quantity and global distribution of the nucleotides in its viral sequences, and then used the nearest neighbor method to classify 2044 single-segment viruses at different levels of Baltimore class, family, subfamily and genus. Their virus classification was computed quickly because it took into account topological information about the viruses in advance. Wang 29 compared classifications of 35 virus families based on "DNA"(deoxyribonucleic acid) and "Protein" (amino acids) sequences. To make their experiments more robust and to extend to different taxonomic levels, Wang 30 used 6 orders, 43 families and 33 genera for comparing virus classifications. However, their experimental results conflicted with their original expectation that the approach was based on protein sequences should be more accurate than that based on DNA sequences. However, in the studies 29, 30 , a group of protein sequences that were deemed to perform one biological function were found to combine with another group with a different function, making the functionality of the combined group ambiguous. To avoid this problem of ambiguity, the "region" names (domains), within the notations of proteins in NCBI, are the features that are used for virus classification in this paper.
To make the contribution of this paper solid for the readers, Section 2.1 introduces the preprocesses for collecting and extracting these three genomic materials. In this study, experiments were performed to classify viruses in NCBI using existing taxonomic levels. Experimental resources contain three datasets, including 6 orders, 42 families and 33 genera. Each class (category) in the dataset contains at least 10 instances (species) in which includes at least one region name that belongs to that instance. Experimental results show that the approach that was based on "region" name achieved the best accuracies of 99.9%, 97.3% and 99.0% with the three datasets of 6 orders, 42 families and 33 genera, respectively. In summary, this paper provides a novel approach for analyzing taxonomy using genomic materials in the field of molecular biology, instead of using phenotypes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the method of transforming virus instances into representative vectors for three genomics materials. Section 3 presents the experimental results. Section 4 presents discussions and possible avenues for future work. Section 5 draws conclusions.
Method
This paper presents two main processes for classifying viruses using genomic materials in the vector space model 22 . One is to gather whole genomes of viruses and extract genomic materials. Another is to transform each of the virus instances into representative vectors using these genomic materials. Figure 1 and Fig.2 present above two processes. Section 2.1 and section 2.2 describe the processes in detail.
Genomic Materials Extraction
As shown in Fig.1 , the compressed file "all.gbk.tar.gz" for virus genomes was firstly downloaded from the NCBI FTP site 2 , and then the genomic materials, including virus taxonomy, DNA sequences, protein sequences and protein's "GI" number were extracted from the "GenBank flat file format" files that were derived from the "all.gbk.tar.gz". For example, as shown in Fig.3 , the genomic materials of the virus "Bovine adenovirus A" were extracted from the file "NC 006324". Figure 3 presents the family and genus of the virus as "Adenoviridae" and "Mastadenovirus", respectively.
The bottom of the figure displays the protein annotated with "CDS", its se- quence, labeled with the tag "/translation=", and DNA sequences. As presented in Fig.4 , the region name "Adeno E1A", for example, was extracted from the notation of "YP 094027" which was downloaded automatically via a web agent 11 by querying with the number "GI:52801680" via the Entrez Programming Utilities (E-utilities) 1 . 
Vector Transformation for Instances
With regard to the processes of representative vector transformation, some practical issues, such as feature extraction and weighting 14 , should be considered. Table 1 gives an overview of approaches to vector transformation based on three genomic materials.
As shown in Fig.2 , after three virus genomic materials -DNA sequences, protein sequences and region names, virus instances must be transformed into representative vectors using proper weighting methods such that each vector represent its original instance precisely. After vector transformation, as shown in Fig.2 , the LIBSVM 12 was used to perform virus classification. In the following, Section 2.2.2, Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.4 describe the vector transformations of the three genomic materials. Notably, the method for transferring DNA sequences and protein sequences into vectors were adopted from previous works 29, 30 . Let {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C c } be an actual partition of a data set X :
where x i,l ∈ R m is the lth instance of the class
; R represents a real number; m is the number of dimensions in the vector model, and c is the number of classes.
DNA Sequences vs. k-mer Approach
The k-mer approach is a well-known method for transferring sequences (strings) into vectors 20 . Let P d be the dth pattern of k-mers. Let Pattern Frequency P F (P d , C i ) and P F (P d , x i,l ) be the number of patterns P d that appear in the class C i and instance
) be the probability that the P d is in class C i . the Shannon entropy 24 Entropy(P d ) of pattern P d across c classes is given by Eq.2.
Given a value k for the k-mer transformation of DNA sequences whose alphabet contains 4 symbols, "A", "C", "G" and "T", the vector of one instance x i,l was transferred herein into a 4 k -dimensional vector as Eq.3.
where
k . Notably, the wellknown weighing method tf * idf 22 cannot be applied because when k is small, such as k = 5, the k-mers might appear in all of the sequences, possibly causing the idf values of all k-mer patterns to be the same.
Protein Sequences vs. Clustering
The approach to clustering protein sequences, adopted from the previous work 29 , is used in the rest of this paper. To transfer viruses into vectors via protein sequences, the protein sequences were clusters into the same group under the simplifying assumption that similar protein sequences had similar functionalities. The similarity between two protein sequences was measured using the E value as e −E , determined using "pblast" program 20 ; two protein sequences were put into the same group if their E value was greater than a given threshold T as e −T . To determine the best value of the threshold T , however, several candidate values of T are used in experiments and the one that hields the highest accuracy is selected as the final threshold value. After the protein sequences were clustered into m groups, these groups could be used, for example, to represent each virus as one m-dimensional vector ; meanwhile, the weighting for each dimension of that vector is determined according to a weighting method that is similar to the tf * idf weighting approach 22 . Let CDS(x i,l ) be the set of protein sequences that belong to x i,l and let |CDS(x i,l )| be number of protein sequences in CDS(x i,l ). Let S = ∪ 1≤i≤c,1≤l≤ni CDS(x i,l ) = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , ..., s |#of P roteins| } be the set of all protein sequences in X and |#of P roteins| be the number of protein sequences in S. First, all of the protein sequences in S are mapped into distinct m groups as GID 1 , GID 2 , ..., GID m , in which the instances in one group, such as GID d , 1 ≤ d ≤ m, have similar functions. The similarity between two protein sequences, for example, s p and s q , are measured using the "pblast" program 20 , and s p and s q are clustered into the same group GID d , 1 ≤ d ≤ m, if the similarity of the s p related to the s q is under the given threshold T-value (T), e −T , e.g. T = 3. In this study, a weighting method similar to that in tf * idf 14 was adopted.
, be the number of instances that contain the CDS that were mapped to the GID d , and let
. After all CDS in S are mapped to distinct m groups as GID d , 1 ≤ d ≤ m, each instance x i,l could be represented as one vector < x i,l > using Eq.4.
Region Names from Protein Notation
The regions (domains) within one protein are well known to support a particular of that protein. After the region names are extracted and collected from the notation of the proteins, as shown in Section 2.1, the "tf*idf" weighting method 14 is applied to transform vectors where one region name is used as one term and one virus is treated as one document. Accordingly, the term frequency (tf) of a region name for one virus instance is the number of times that region name appears in the notation for names of proteins that belong to that virus; the document frequency (df) of one region name is estimated as the number of viruses that contain that region name.
Let r d be the dth in the set of region names and let tf (x i,l , r d ) be the number of r d that appear in the instance x i,l . Let df (r d ) be the number of instances in which the notations for the protein contains the r d region and let the inverse document frequency idf (r d ) be log( N df (r d ) ). For example, one instance x i,l is transformed into a vector as follows.
where 
Experimental Results
In this paper, the "easy.py" program from LIBSVM 12 was used as the SVM classifier for virus classification; meanwhile 10-fold cross-validation was adopted to avoid the over-fitting problem 19 . Notably, SVM is a well-known classifier in machine learning 8 and LIBSVM supports multi-class classification. In the following, Section 3.1 gives statistics of viruses in ICTC and NCBI, and of viruses, in 6 orders, 42 families and 33 genera that were selected for the experiments. Section 3.2 compares the accuracies of classification according to these three genomic materials.
The Statistics of viruses
To provide a comprehensive understanding of existing virus taxonomy in ICTV (International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses) 4 and the viral genomes available in NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information) 5 , Table 2 gives the statistics concerning virus taxonomy. Based on the official ICTV 2012 taxonomy 25 , a total of 2, 618 virus species belonged to 7 orders, 96 families and 420 genera. Based on the whole virus genomes that were extracted from NCBI's FTP site 2 when this study started (2012-6-21), 2, 406 virus species belonged to 6 orders, 85 families, 420 genera.
To ensure the robustness of experimental results and to provide three types of comparable genomic materials for virus classification, 6 orders, 42 families and 33 genera were selected for experiments. Each of the classes (orders, families or genera) contained at least 10 species and each of these species had at least one region name that was tagged in notation for the corresponding protein, as described in Fig.4 . Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 provide details of the statistics of the DNA sequences, the number of proteins, the number of region names and their corresponding averages per species by the order, family and genus of the viruses, respectively. Figure 5 and Fig.6 present accuracies of virus classification by SVM classifiers for two types of genomic materials, DNA and protein sequences, respectively. The values of "k" and "T" in the experiments ranged from 1 to 8 and from 3 to 75, respectively. As shown in Fig.5 (Fig.6) , the best accuracies were 99.5%(98.0%), 93.7%(91.5%) and 98.1%(94.5%) when k=5(T=30), k=4(T=21) and k=6(T=12) were set with three virus datasets in 6 orders, 43 families and 33 genera, respectively.
Comparison of Accuracies of Classification and Numbers of Dimensions of Vectors
As shown in Table 6 , the classification accuracies obtained using "region" names were 99.9%, 97.3% and 99.0%, respectively. In this study, as shown in Table 6 , "Region" achieved the best accuracy. The numbers of dimensions of the vectors and 42 families, for example, were 256 for "DNA" when k=5, 28,136 for "Protein" when T=21, and 4,538 for "Region". Section 4.1 explains why the use of "Region" yielded the best accuracy. 4. Discussions 4.1. Why "region" yielded the best accuracy Table 6 shows that "region" provided the best classification accuracy. The reason is discussed below. First, The frequency distributions of k-mers that were derived from DNA sequences were used for virus classification. Generally, longer k-mers present more specific features. However, two characteristics of viruses -their rapid evolution and diversity cause the frequency distribution of k-mers to be too sparse to be used for classification purpose when the DNA sequences ar short but the value of k is large. Figure 5 shows that the accuracy decreases as the value of k increases over 7.
Second, in this study, the protein sequences within the same group after protein clustering were assumed to have similar functions. This fact was used as a distinguishing feature for further vector transformation processing. However, the protein clustering approach was implemented in the "pblast" program to measure the similarity between two protein sequences and the single-linkage method was used to join two groups into one. The above approach might generate impurities in the protein such groups that one group may exhibit two functions. For example, Fig.7 presents 7 protein sequences, S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S 7 , in two distinctive groups (functions), GID 1 and GID 2 determined by the single-link method with a threshold value T . The two groups, GID 1 and GID 2 , are formed due to regions R 1 and R 2 , respectively, and are disjointed because all of the distances between the nodes of GID 1 and those of GID 2 are larger than e −T . However, the appearance of S 8 , containing both R 1 and R 2 , results in the merging of GID 1 and GID 2 into GID 3 .
The region name is a distinguishing feature for classification in this study. With respect to the distribution of class frequency (CF) of region names across 42 families, an example of which is shown in Fig.8 , the majority of the CF values of region names were "CF=1"(78.45%) and most of the region names appeared in only one Fig. 7 . Two distinct groups, GID 1 and GID 2 , are merged as the group GID 3 due to the sequence S 8 that contains R 2 and R 3 . class. Notably, about 20% of the regions were with "CF=2" (18.85%) or "CF=3" (5.61%), and these regions, as the S 8 described above, may have caused the impurity of protein groups.
Drawbacks of "region" name annotation
As shown in Table 2 , ICTV and NCBI, contained 420 and 326 genera, respectively. However, only 33 genera (693 viruses) were selected in the experiments owing to the requirement that each class should contain at least ten instances that included at least one region name. Hence, the majority of the viruses were not used in classification experiments so the experimental result in this study was not robust enough.
The "region" names usually were given or assigned manually while related sequences were aligned using the RPS-Blast against the CDD (Conserved Domain Database) 23 . The way in which a region name is assigned may have the side effect that related sequences might be highly specific to some viral family, for example. Therefore, the region names may contain some metadata about the label of the original family, which may provide a way of cheating in classification experiments. To avoid such a situation, region names must be annotated automatically without knowledge of the class label using the HMMER3 3 against PFAM 6 or other automated domain annotation tools. Doing so would make the proposed approach more practical and provide more convincing experimental classification in the future.
Verifying fitness of class structure within existing virus taxonomy
The mis-classified instances are examined using a confusion matrix 26 to identify the implicit relationship between two classes. This experimental results is thus obtained are not shown herein owing to the limitation on the number of pages. However, analyzing the ambiguities of among classes is favored to evaluate the fitness of an existing class structure 31 . After a feasible type of genomic material is selected from existing genomic materials for classification. Existing class structures of biological taxonomy can be verified via molecular biology instead of traditional morphology. Such work may provide clues for biologists or taxonomists to reinspect and adjust existing class structures when they working with taxonomy in the future.
Conclusion
In this study, there genomic materials are used to compare methods of virus classification; there are DNA sequences, protein sequences and region names. The first two materials are extracted directly from virus genomes, and the last is obtained from the annotation of the protein. The resources that are used in the experiments are collected from taxonomic levels and include 6 orders, 42 families and 33 genera. Experimental results show that using "region" to classify viruses yielded the best classification accuracy when the SVM classifier from LIBSVM was used. The obtained accuracies were 99.9%, 97.3% and 99.0% for the three datasets that comprised 6 order, 42 families and 33 genera, respectively. This paper provides a novel approach to classifying viruses for molecular biological purposes, instead of the use of morphology. This approach, using genomic materials, can be applied to classify other creatures (organisms). This work opens up a new way to determine whether the existing taxonomic structure is suited from the point of view of molecular biology 31 . 
